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Notice SIM Blocker &amp; Call-Blocker 2.5.3 · Siessl.it Nov 05, 2020 (1 week ago) Automatically block unwanted calls - Blacklist, Whitelist, Tasks, Auto-SMS It takes a lot of time that we make calls from an unknown number. This kind of situation is not only annoying, but they also waste our time and
disturb the quiet moments of our lives. Let's be honest, do you also hate unwanted calls and calls, Us? We all hate spam and robo calls! Therefore, we created an effective SIM lock app that can stop this unwanted replaces the phone's standard dial-up program to obtain and analyze all incoming call
information (e.g. SIM card slot, contacts). Immediately, the SIM lock takes over the surface of all incoming and outgoing calls. SIM Blocker is a very simple call blocker application with only one purpose: to block annoying and unwanted calls. The SIM blocker ensures that spam callers, unwanted callers, or
unknown numbers do not interfere with you, and always receive incoming call information. Just add the number to the blacklist, and the app does the rest. At any time, you can easily add people to the white list, and edit the blocked call list. SIM Blocker is basically a security app that allows many
features: Dual SIM call blocker SIM blocker is one of the best call-blocking apps in the play store because of its dual SIM feature. This app is the only Dual SIM app for Android. If you have a phone with two SIM cards, you can set the lock mode for each SIM card separately. This control feature is
compatible with almost all smartphones, starting with Android 7.0. Task Scheduler One of the best features of sim lock is task scheduling. You can schedule a blacklist so that calls are blocked only at certain times, or you can unblock recurring tasks on the day of the week. For example, call blocking is
enabled every Monday and Wednesday from 09:00 to 14:00. The program automatically schedules the task, and you don't have to worry about it anymore.
SMS and notifications With this app you can activate automatic SMS and notifications. The program automatically starts in the notification bar. If
a call is blocked, you can set it to automatically send a text message and receive notification of all blocked calls. You can also manually reject incoming calls by text message at any time. SIM Blocker is beautifully designed and easy to use, the free version of SIM Blocker comes with ads. You can remove
ads and get more features by purchasing the Pro version from the Play Store. Key Features SIM Blocker App: ✅ Intuitive call interface for incoming and outgoing calls✅ Block numbers and contacts.✅ Whitelist is designed to make sure some people don't get blocked.✅ Blacklist block numbers.✅ Get
notification, when the call got blocked.✅ Activate auto answer SMS on blocked calls.✅ Do not disturb mode is provided.✅ Quick and easy setup.✅ Clean and easy to use scheduler.✅ Enable recurring tasks.✅ list all blocked calls.✅ the most powerful call blocker app play store.✅ Dual call SIM Blocker.
We would love to hear from you, welcome the SIM Blocker app for further improvements. Thank you for using the SIM Blocker app
News * New text-to-speech feature* Optimized contact selector email: info@siessl.it See more It's best if you give your phone to your young children or curious people.
Outgoing Call Blocker supports filtered calls ☆ Restrict outgoing calls to selected numbers (FTT numbers) (PRO) ☆ Password confirmation before outgoing call on selected numbers ☆ Confirm the receiver before making an outgoing call to selected numbers ☆ Special number list to control password
protection, or bypass More function: ☆ Block outgoing call with passcodecode Explain recipient names ☆ Confirmation with two types: simple (name, photo, number) &amp; details (simple mode plus call / sms logs ☆ Shake to confirmImportional notes- Specific numbers accept exact numbers or startAr
(e.g. country code), endWith, contain or do not contain,- Code can be enabled on three levels: all numbers, phone numbers, or specific numbers- Detail view mode will add the latest sms and call logs, send SMS button to simple view mode ,- Bluetooth for bypass interception only considers Bluetooth
radio status , not Bluetooth device , - Speak statement works on some common languages (defined in the list), not all, - Shake to confirm also require the correct code. Kurze Einführung Permissions This ProKey unlocks the Pro feature Outgoing Call Blocker ProKey How to use: - When you install this key,
you should restart the USB to recognize the key. If it still does not recognize, please restart the phone and try again - you should not uninstall the key or return to the free version What is Outoging Call Blocker? Outgoing Call Blocker supports to filter outgoing calls ☆ Deny outgoing call selected number ☆
Password confirmation before outgoing call to selected number ☆ Confirm receiver before outgoing call selected number More features: Lock ☆ outgoing call with passcode ☆ Explain recipient names ☆ Confirmation dialog with two mode: simple (name, photo, number) &amp; details (simple mode plus
call/sms logs ☆ Shake to confirm Important notes - Specific numbers accept exact numbers or startWith (e.g. country code), endWith, contain or not contain, - Code can be enabled in three levels: all numbers, numbers in phonebook, or specific numbers - Detail view mode will add the latest sms and call
logs, send SMS button in simple view mode , interception - Bluetooth for bypass considers only Bluetooth radio status, not device Bluetooth , - Talk statement works on some common languages (defined in the list), not all, - Shake to confirm also require the correct code.
com.android.vending.CHECK_LICENSE the App Client Permission. Permission.
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